
Overview: Infinity is an elite,
comprehensive program offering a 5
week long group learning experience in
cryptocurrency and DeFi. This VIP course
is tailored for individuals who are serious
about deeply understanding and actively
engaging in the DeFi market.

INFINITY
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Features: Customizable learning paths, direct
access to ARC’s crypto professionals, exclusive
weekly live calls, and a private community for
networking and support. Infinity is for
dedicated learners aiming for proficiency and
success in the DeFi ecosystem.

Exclusive VIP Course for Mastery in DeFi

Content: In addition to full access to Launchpad
and Galaxy e-learning courses, Infinity offers
exclusive insights into emerging trends,
advanced investment strategies, and examples of
portfolio management. It includes live group
classes, possibility to buy one-on-one mentoring
sessions, and direct support from experts in
classes and through the community.
.



Live weekly alpha-packed classes:
ARC Orientation
Technical Tuesday
Thrive Thursday
Saturday School
Office Hours (Exclusive to Infinity)
Gvensday (Exclusive to Infinity)
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What does this course include?

Access to community chats, comprehensive e-
learning courses and an exclusive 5 week long
group training.

Here’s what you’ll learn in the Infinity Academy:
Types of Crypto Wallets
Fundamentals of DeFi Networks
Moving Money in DeFi
CeFi vs DeFi
Introduction to Decentralized Exchanges
(DEXs)
Swapping, buying and selling in DeFi
Liquidity Pools and Yield Farming
DeFi Portfolio Management and Profit
Taking Strategies
Impermanent Loss
Slippage and Price Impact
Cross-Chain Bridging
Researching Good Projects and Risks in
DeFi
Portfolio Allocations and Taking Profit
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How to take action?

Once you’ve completed Launchpad, check
the class schedule in the Infinity Group
Learning group on the “Groups” tab to start
attening live classes.

Come to additional live weekly classes. Live
classes can be found in the “Events” tab at
the top of the members site and class
descriptions can be found in the Roadmap.

Sign in to the members site
(members.arcrypto.io) to complete the
Launchpad Course. You will find it under the
“Learn” tab at the top. Launchpad is a
prerequisite to unlock the rest of your
educational content. 

To LEARN:

To ENGAGE:

Engage with your peers in the chats, check
out our video archive for past Infinity
(formerly APEX) classes and explore all of
the all of the additional content on the
members site!


